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Tentative Schedule
 
So what does the day
of the SLC actually look
like? Provided is the
schedule so you can
plan accordingly. 
 
 

About this Stream
 
(un)cover Vulnerability - As leaders, we often use filters to
create the image we present to those around us. By
discarding these filters, this stream will broaden your ability
to shape a healthy campus culture and enhance your mental
health literacy. You will gain skills to overcome failure,
support others in your network, and see strength in
vulnerability.
 
Is this stream for me?
This stream was developed for leaders who seek to better
understand and dissect mental health and negative
emotions that at times, can come with leadership.  
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Featured Presenter 
 
...Keep Your Head Up. You Can’t See The Ground
Anyway.”
 
Ling Pai is a Visually Impaired Adaptive Surfer on Team
Canada. She is a Clinical Exercise Physiologist and
serves as the Director of Fitness at Pulse Cardiac
Centre in Vancouver. She graduated from the
University of British Columbia with a Kinesiology degree
in 2007. She won Silver at the Stance ISA World
Adaptive Surfing Championships in 2018. She also
hikes, trail runs and skis. Ling does of this with low
vision. At age 14, Ling was diagnosed with a genetic
disease called “Dominant Optic Atrophy.” This
progressive eye disease causes the optic nerve
to degrade. There are no medication or surgical
procedure to treat this disease. Ling became “legally
blind” at age 32 and is determined not to let her failing
eyesight hold her back. After living with Optic Atrophy
for over 20 years, Ling will share some of her stories
about adaptation and perseverance. She fights her
narrowing vision with a constant expansion of
perspective.
 
 Living Libraries
 
 
 

Ling Pai
 
 

Sarah Jickling
 
 

Sarah Jickling is a Vancouver-based musician, performer
and mental-health advocate. Her first solo album, 2017’s
When I Get Better, is a marriage of shimmering pop
melodies with candid lyrics about her recovery from
bipolar disorder. Her new album The Family Curse is an
exploration of intergenerational trauma and mental illness
within families. Jickling’s music approaches the darkest
subject matter with frank honesty and a keen ear for
beauty, sincerity, and hope. 
 
This year Jickling is continuing as a touring performer with
the BC Schizophrenia Society’s Reach Out Psychosis
program and has been selected as an artist-in-residence
by UBC’s Wingspan Disability Arts program. She has been
widely featured on television, podcasts, blogs, and at live
events performing and speaking about her experiences
with mental illness, and earned top spots at competitions
like CiTR’s Shindig!, Seattle’s EMP Soundoff, 102.7 The
PEAK Performance Project, and Canada’s Walk of Fame
Music Mentorship Program.
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Panel 
 
The Power of Leading with Openness 
 

Gina Best
Gina Best is a serial entrepreneur and a maverick coach/life interrupter with
a penchant for pushing people’s buttons and compelling business owners
to deal with their personal shit so they can attack their businesses with
passion and authenticity. Gina owns one of BC’s largest mortgage
brokerages, runs her own business building workshops, coaches’
entrepreneurs across the country and has a ground breaking life
interruption program to support other breast cancer thrivers – one boob
down. 
 
She speaks to an inspires audiences across the continent, and still finds –
rather makes – time to be a mostly patient mom to two wild boys, a witty
and wonderful friend, a shoe hoarder, and a bold and gracious mentor to
young business women in her community. Gina is the first to admit that she
has it all and she earned it – through hard work, tears (like full out sobs),
anger, self-doubt, grit, and hustle. 
 
Gina’s session will question the rules you have in your head. It will inspire to
ask the question why and how you operate personally and professionally
We all have rules, they form as we grow up, some told to us, some we make
up along the way. These rules are the filters we use to operate in day to day
life. Some are great and some totally screw with us.
 
It is time to look at these rules and change things up, the status quo no
longer works, gone are the days leaders lead with distance and stoicness.
Today’s successful leaders are different, they question the rules and then
make their own. They embrace the v word – vulnerability, share who they
are and thrive to do different.
 
Connection and relationships are the core of everything, it’s time to stop
hiding, start to question the rules and filters you have and see the amazing
possibilities.

As a recently graduate from LFS’s Global Resource Systems
program, Marcus has fond memories of student involvements
at UBC.  His favorite leadership experiences come from his
time as a Residence Advisor & Coordinator, a Student
Ambassador, a SLC workshop facilitator, a Career Peer &
Science Peer Academic Coach and a Senior Orientation Leader.  
He was also able to partake in the International Service
Learning program after his second year, as well as acted as a
teaching assistant for the ACAM 390A Global Seminar.  A
common theme of these involvements is Marcus’ passion of
creating spaces for others’ reflection and growth, taking its
form through community building, workshop facilitation or 1-1
coaching conversations.  He believes that each and every one
of us has a unique ability to make an inclusive and compassion
world, and he hopes to help bring that out in others
throughout his life.  He is inspired by student leaders, and he
can't wait to meet you all!

Marcus Jung
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I am a faculty member in the Learning Enhancement area
of the Psychology Department at UBC. My title is Professor
of Teaching, which means I am a tenured and promoted
faculty member who specializes in Teaching and
Educational Leadership. 
 
My academic training is in experimental social psychology,
with an emphasis on quantitative methods. This
background has influenced both what and how I teach. 
 
The goal of my teaching practice is to help people develop
ways of thinking and doing that are informed by the
methods and evidence of quantitative psychology, and that
will prepare them to engage in their social worlds
throughout their lives.

Dr. Catherine Rawn
 

Kawa Ada
Kawa is a Residence Life Manager at UBC. In higher
education, he has previously held positions in both
student life and on the faculty. Kawa is also an actor
and writer. Educated at The Boston Conservatory,
he was cast on Broadway after graduation. Since
then, he’s performed on stages across the country.
With multiple nominations for Canada’s highest
theatre honours, he is a past recipient of the
Theatre Critics’ Award and the Dora for Outstanding
Performance by a Leading Actor. In his latest film,
he starred in The Breadwinner, which was
nominated for the Academy Award for Best
Animated Feature. As a writer, Kawa has the
distinction of being the first Afghan Canadian
published playwright, with his drama, The
Wanderers, published by Playwrights Canada Press.
His next play, Finding Islam, is due out in 2021. He
is a member of the Academy of Canadian Cinema
and Television, and the Playwrights Guild of
Canada.s.
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Chris Hakim is a fourth-year student in the UBC
Faculty of Arts with a deep interest in political and
legal advocacy. Currently serving as the Alma Mater
Society’s President (AMS), Chris works to promote
the student experience in all facts of the UBC
community through a data-driven approach and
strategic planning. In addition to being AMS
President, he is a Senator on the UBC Vancouver
Senate and the Chair of Senate Budget
Subcommittee. Chris also serves as a Board
member of both CiTR and the UBC Student Legal
Fund Society.
 
Prior to becoming AMS President, Chris worked as
the AMS Vice-President Administration where he
aimed to build efficiency within the AMS’s internal
operations. Before
this, he was involved in the AMS as a member of its
Board of Directors and Chair of the AMS
Governance Committee.

Chris Hakim

Workshops
Please note that you are allowed to choose workshops outside of your stream. 
 
 

Openness in Leadership: The Key to a Cohesive Team
 

Presenter: UBC Wellness Peer Team
 
There are so many advantages to working as a team - but how can we build
a productive group dynamic and encourage cohesion? We think the answer is
openness and transparency. We will deconstruct the university culture around
openness and talk about what makes an ideal team. Reflect on past team
experiences, your personal goals as a student leader, and create activities to
promote trust and facilitate openness among your team members.
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Impasta Disasta
 

Presenter: Brittany Runeckles & Sarah Park 
 

Do you feel like an impasta? Do you find it di-fusilli-cult to believe you deserve
success? Impastable to believe that your accomplishments are more than just

flukes? Hard to feel like you tortellini belong? Share your experiences, participate
in an appetizing activity that will encourage you to go beyond your lines, and find
your next step to overcome imposter syndrome in your own leadership journey!

Impromptu Speeches? Prepared Speeches? Easy. 
 
Presenter: Jay Khian Tian 
 
Deliver both impromptu and prepared speeches successfully all the time. An
opportunity to discover your voice through the art of public speaking.

Why Vulnerability is True Leadership
 

Presenter: Anjali Dhaliwal & Rhea Morrow, Youth Helping Youth 
 

Being a leader is often depicted as being strong, confident, and in-control 100%
of the time. Participates will learn the impact vulnerability has on team and

academic environments. It’s okay not to know all the answers. Weaknesses do not
make bad leaders rather stronger leaders beyond possibility. Through several

activities and discussions, we’ll teach participates about the power of vulnerability
and why THAT is true leadership. Participates will leave the workshop feeling

inspired, confident, and more in control of their futures.
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Self-Confidence and Standing Up for Yourself
 
Presenter: Alexander Gilmour
 
Taking action can be extremely difficult. It can feel uncomfortable talking to
someone about a problem we’re experiencing, and sometimes we just give up
before saying anything. Taking action is more about your perception of the
situation rather than the situation itself. Our thoughts are what keep us from
acting. To gain a greater control over our thoughts and how we feel, we’ll be
looking at ideas from psychology, like cognitive biases and distortions, and ideas
from Stoicism and Buddhism, like perception of control and emptiness. Once we
are able to take action, we will look at ideas about persuasion and having
constructive conversations—because even if you’re “right” and have good
intentions, what you say and how you say it is critical to how your words will be
interpreted by the other person.

Be There - For Yourself and Others 
 

Presenter: Taylor McKee, Jack.org
 

Learn all about youth mental health with Jack.org, an incredible nationwide
organization made up of over 2,500 young leaders. What do you do when you or

someone you love is struggling with their mental health? In attending this
presentation, you will be given the skills you need to better support yourself and
others with mental health, and also learn what to do in a mental health struggle

or crisis. In addition, participants will be shown how they can get involved and
advocate for mental health in their communities, in order to ultimately make our

community a safer and healthier place.
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Vulnerability, Social Change, and ... Theatre? 
 
Presenter: Lindsey Palmer, Sahil Nandal, & Michael Newberry 
 
The work of this session is grounded in Augusto Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed
and the adapted version, David Diamond’s Theatre for Living, a production for
people to come together to reflect and understand the systems that their conflict
can be rooted in. This session wields theatre techniques and games as a platform
and avenue to dissect themes of vulnerability and social topics in leadership.
 
 


